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EDITORIAL.

When the war between Spain and the
United States became an acknowledged fact,
from all parts of the mining world and the
general finanancial centers came the cry
"this means a suspension of mining invest-
ments for a long time .to come." Now that
the first flurry is past it would appear that
the ill effect of the war has been much over
estimated, It is true that very large syndi-
cates have been attracted by the numerous
chances for large and quickly realized profits
growing out of such a condition of affairs,
but in most cases those who were already
engaged in mining ventures have pursued
the even tenor of their way. To these are
being added rapidly numerous strong and
well capitalized companies -all looking to-
ward western mining investments as offering
to the best opportunity for good returns.

Writing along these lines the Western
Mining Wor-d sums up the situation as
follows:

" Capitalists of the rniddle west whose in-
terests are not syndicated, and who realize
their inability to successfully compete with
the vast aggregations of organized wealth that
will in due time absorb the speculative opportu-
nities of the war, find in the mining fields of
the west ample chances to cushion the future
with velvet and quadruple the money they
see fit to invest.

The trend toward promising prospects and
partially developed mines, rather than to
purchase the great mining properties, seems
to be well initiated, and promises a future of
unequalled achievement in the nining indu-
stry. When capitalists fully realize that the
investment of a few thousand dollars in the
development of mining property that gives
every geological and mineralogical evidence of
wealth when properly exploited, is a safer
system of procédure than to expend millions
for demonstrated property that may per-
chance be in the afternoon of its prosperity,
the mineral industry will receive a momen-
tum from which it will never recede. Time
was when a tendency in this direction was
checked through the brutal abuse of opportu-
nity, wild-cat schemes of the most scandalous
type being foisted upon susceptible investors.
Men with bunco-steering abilities unloaded
worthless properties on eastern capitalists
who desired to identify themselves with the
growth and prosperity of the west. The
losses of money resulting from such work
not only deflected capital from mining proper-
ties not absolutely developed to the point of
profitable production, but likewise diffused
sentiments of prejudice against the political


